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the amount of catalyst in the oligomerization reactor modifies the selectivity, decreasing the C8-C16 fraction and increasing the percentage of larger alkenes [see table S2 and related text (23)].

The integrated system reported here for conversion of GVL to liquid alkenes in the transportation fuel range consists of two flow reactors, two phase separators, and a simple pumping system for delivery of an aqueous solution of GVL, thereby minimizing secondary processing steps and equipment (e.g., purification of feeds, compression and pumping of gases). In addition, this approach does not require the use of precious metal catalysts, further decreasing capital costs. The catalytic system described in this report provides an efficient and inexpensive processing strategy for GVL. The cost of producing either butene or jet fuel with the approaches described here would be governed by the market value of GVL, and further research should be carried out toward optimizing production of GVL from renewable biomass resources, thereby minimizing the cost of the GVL feed to our process, and toward utilization of the high-pressure CO2 coproduct stream formed in our process. Additionally, the yield of high molecular weight alkenes from GVL would benefit from the development of water-tolerant oligomerization catalysts.
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Reconstructing Past Seawater Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca from Mid-Ocean Ridge Flank Calcium Carbonate Veins

Rosalind M. Coggon,1 Damon A. H. Teagle,2 Christopher E. Smith-Duque,2 Jeffrey C. Alt,3 Matthew J. Cooper2

Proxies for past seawater chemistry, such as Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios, provide a record of the dynamic exchanges of elements between the solid Earth, the atmosphere, and the hydrosphere and the evolving influence of life. We estimated past oceanic Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios from suites of 1.6- to 170-million-year-old calcium carbonate veins that had precipitated from seawater-derived fluids in ocean ridge flank basalts. Our data indicate that before the Neogene, oceanic Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios were lower than in the modern ocean. Decreased ocean spreading since the Cretaceous and the resulting slow reduction in ocean crust hydrothermal exchange throughout the early Tertiary may explain the recent rise in these ratios.

Cation ratios in seawater reflect the balance between their supply to and removal from the oceans, and these ratios can control important geochemical processes. For example, the influence of the seawater Mg/Ca ratio on calcium carbonate (CaCO3) precipitation [high Mg/Ca ratios favor the formation of aragonite, whereas low Mg/Ca ratios favor calcite (1)] has important effects on marine biota and the distribution of carbonate sediments. Seawater chemistry has varied with global climate throughout Earth’s history, making past seawater cation ratios such as Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca attractive proxies for determining paleo-ocean conditions (2–4). Previous estimates of seawater cation ratios have been developed from mass-balance modeling (5, 6) and analyses of marine cements (7), fossils (8–10), and fluid inclusions trapped in halite (11–13). Unfortunately, marine sedimentary carbonates are susceptible to diagenesis (14), and reactions during halite formation may perturb elemental ratios from those of contemporaneous seawater, requiring careful sample selection and analysis (11).

Here we propose a new method for reconstructing past variations in seawater Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios from the composition of CaCO3 veins (CCVs) formed in ocean crust, as recovered by ocean drilling (15). CCVs are formed as seawater flows through the upper ocean crust on mid-ocean ridge flanks and reacts with basalt (16). Calcite and aragonite precipitate from these fluids to form veins within the basement lavas (17). The cation composition of the carbonates therefore records the chemistry of the basement fluid, provided that the temperature at which the veins formed can be determined and the temperature dependence of element partitioning between fluid and mineral is known (15, 18).

If CCVs form on ridge flanks with thin sediment cover at near-bottom water temperatures (~6°C), the reaction between seawater and basalt is minimal and the carbonate data define the seawater Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios at the age determined by their 87Sr/86Sr ratios and the well-established Sr isotope record (19). However, if CCVs form at moderate tem-
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temperatures (<60°C) on ridge flanks, where early, rapid sedimentation thermally blankets the basement (20), carbonates precipitate after substantial seawater-basalt exchange. The composition of the seawater is derived from the trends of evolving fluid chemistry versus temperature that are calculated for the suite of CCVs from a particular site by extrapolating back to the temperature of contemporaneous seawater (15). This was previously demonstrated for a suite of young CCVs from the 1.6- to 3.6-million-year-old Juan de Fuca Ridge (JdFR) basement, where a faithful record of the chemical evolution of near-basement pore waters during active ridge-flank circulation was preserved (Fig. 1) (18). In these samples, both the pore fluids and CCVs record fluid Sr/Ca, Mg/Ca, and 87Sr/86Sr ratios that show a progressive decrease from modern seawater values and indicate increased fluid-rock interaction with increasing temperature. These linear trends with temperature project back to the modern seawater values for each parameter.

We reconstructed past seawater Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios from CCVs formed in 1.6- to 170-million-year-old upper ocean crust in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (table S1). CCVs from older crust, where the carbonate-precipitating hydrothermal systems are now extinct, mostly display similar behavior to that observed on the JdFR. For example, basement CCVs at site 843 precipitated at temperatures from 13° to 31°C from ~109-million-year-old fluids whose cation ratios and Sr isotope compositions varied with temperature (Fig. 1 and table S3). The preservation of chemical trends in ancient ocean crust gives confidence that basement CCVs are resistant to post-preservation alteration. Consequently, the Sr/Ca, Mg/Ca, and 87Sr/86Sr ratios (and hence age) of the contemporaneous seawater from which the basement fluids developed are determined by the back extrapolation of the geochemical temperature trends recorded by the CCVs to the temperature of the contemporaneous bottom water (15) (Fig. 1).

From the reconstruction of seawater chemistry (Fig. 2), it is apparent that the Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios were lower from the Middle Jurassic to the Oligocene than they are at present. We estimate that the molar Mg/Ca ratio of seawater remained around 1.5 to 2.5 between 170 and 24 million years ago (Ma) and then rose rapidly to ~5. Our independent record of past seawater Mg/Ca ratios from CCVs is generally in good agreement with seawater Mg/Ca records derived from evaporite inclusions (11–13) and echinoderm ossicles (8) (Fig. 2). We also observe that basalt-hosted CCVs that were precipitated during the Cretaceous and Paleogene are predominantly calcitic, whereas aragonite veins are more common in younger basalts with coexisting calcite veins that were generally precipitated at higher temperatures (~35°C) from fluids with lower Mg/Ca ratios produced by fluid rock exchange. This is in accordance with the greater abundance of aragonitic nonskeletal and biogenic marine carbonate since the early Cenozoic (21, 22), which is attributed to an increase in the seawater Mg/Ca ratio (22). Similarly, the molar Sr/Ca ratio of seawater was relatively constant (~2.8 × 10⁻³ ± 1 × 10⁻³) at approximately 30% of the modern value between 170 and 24 Ma before increasing to ~8 × 10⁻³ in the modern oceans. The correlations between estimated fluid Sr/Ca and temperature, and the similar estimates for ~80-million-year-old seawater Sr/Ca from sites in different oceans (for example, sites 1179 and 417/418) that had contrasting sedimentation histories, provide further support for this approach.

Our data suggest that the low Sr/Ca ratio of deep sea carbonates precipitated during the Cretaceous (~30% of modern carbonates (23)) is an original sedimentary signature (Fig. 2), resolving a long-standing debate. However, our seawater Sr/Ca determination is much lower than estimates based on benthic foraminifera and macrofossil calcite (4, 24, 25). We attribute this discrepancy to the great uncertainties in biogenic carbonate-Sr partitioning. Elemental partition coefficients are highly variable between different biominerals because of poorly understood physiological effects (2, 9, 26), and it is often necessary to assume that partition coefficients determined from modern biogenic carbonate are appropriate for past biomineralization and for species for which there are no modern equivalents. For example, Cretaceous and Jurassic seawater Sr/Ca ratios have been estimated from analyses of bivalves and belemnites using the average partition coefficient for modern brachiopods and bivalves (10). However, these coefficients vary by at least a factor of 4 (24, 27) and are dependent on both temperature and calcification rate (28).

To evaluate the processes that are responsible for an increase in both the seawater Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios since the Oligocene (Fig. 2), we consider the effects of changes in the magnitude and composition of the major ocean sources and sinks of these elements, namely river discharge, sediment burial, and hydrothermal exchange (Fig. 3). Past variation in the composition of global river discharge is difficult to quantify (29), but the discharge-weighted average composition of global rivers has most likely varied within the collective range of modern rivers (Fig. 3). The majority of modern rivers have
Mg/Ca ratios that are lower than the Mg/Ca ratio of seawater since 170 Ma, whereas they display a much wider range of Sr/Ca ratios (Fig. 3). This suggests that a decrease in global river discharge in the Neogene would have increased the Mg/Ca ratio of seawater but not the Sr/Ca ratio. Decreased river discharge could therefore account for some of our proposed change in seawater composition.

The impact of sedimentation on seawater Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios depends on mineralogy (Fig. 3A); conditions favoring the precipitation of calcite and aragonite have varied throughout the Phanerozoic (21). The most recent shift in the early Cenozoic, to conditions favoring aragonite precipitation, cannot account for our proposed increase in seawater Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios (Fig. 3B). Post-burial alteration of carbonate may also affect the composition of seawater. Mg-Ca exchange during dolomite [Ca,Mg(CO3)2] formation would decrease seawater Mg/Ca, but its influence on seawater Sr/Ca depends on the carbonate mineral being altered and the time elapsed between deposition and dolomitization.

High-temperature black smoker–type reactions completely remove Mg from seawater during hydrothermal circulation and decrease the fluid Sr/Ca ratio (30), indicating that axial hydrothermal fluids should always have lower Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios than contemporaneous seawater does. The major decrease (>30%) in ocean crust production rates (31) from the Cretaceous to the Tertiary and consequent lower black smoker fluid volumes would have increased seawater Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios, albeit earlier than was observed in our record. Decreased low-temperature ridge flank hydrothermal alteration has a similar effect on seawater cation ratios. However, because of the vast area of the ridge flanks and the persistence of hydrothermal circulation for ~65 million years off axis, there

Fig. 2. Comparisons of past seawater cation ratios determined from CCVs from warm sites (red squares) and cool site 1224 (blue squares) with previous estimates of (A) seawater Sr/Ca estimates from benthic foraminifera [solid green line (4)], bivalves and belemnites [dashed green line (10)], and the minimum Sr/Ca estimated from marine turritellid snails [dotted green line (25)]; and (B) seawater Mg/Ca estimates from halite-trapped fluid inclusions [pink triangles (11) and dark blue triangles (12), Cretaceous estimates as updated by (13)], benthic foraminifera [green diamond (9)], and echinoderm ossicles [yellow diamonds (8)]. The upper bar indicates intervals when marine conditions favored the precipitation of calcite and aragonite (21), and the lower bar shows the geological periods. J, Jurassic; K, Cretaceous; Pg, Paleogene; and Ng, Neogene.

Fig. 3. (A) Variation in seawater Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios with time recorded by CCVs [labels indicate age (Ma)] from warm ridge flanks (large red squares) and cool ridge flank site 1224 (smaller light blue squares) relative to modern seawater (black cross). Shown for comparison are the present-day ocean inputs from hydrothermal circulation [purple star; average black smoker fluid (30)] and rivers [dark blue star; discharge-weighted average river composition (34–36), ±1 SD]. The variability of modern river compositions is shown by the histograms along the figure’s axes (n indicates number of rivers). The Mg/Ca ratio of 12-million-year-old seawater (dashed line) is estimated from evaporite fluid inclusion studies (11, 12). The composition of seawater during the Cretaceous and Paleogene is highlighted (pink box). (B) Sketch illustrating the effects on the Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios of Cretaceous–Paleogene (K-Pg) seawater of decreased axial or ridge flank hydrothermal fluid fluxes (purple arrows), or increased global river discharge (blue arrow), calcite or aragonite sedimentation, and dolomitization of sediments (gray arrows). We assume that K-Pg global river discharge (blue star) was compositionally similar to modern discharge. The effect of increasing (+) or decreasing (−) the Sr/Ca ratio of seawater on hydrothermal fluids (purple star) is illustrated.
Climate-Modulated Channel Incision and Rupture History of the San Andreas Fault in the Carrizo Plain
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The spatial and temporal distribution of fault slip is a critical parameter in earthquake source models. Previous geomorphic and geologic studies of channel offset along the Carrizo section of the south central San Andreas Fault assumed that channels form more frequently than earthquakes occur and suggested that repeated large-slip earthquakes similar to the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake illustrate typical fault behavior. We found that offset channels in the Carrizo Plain incised less frequently than they were offset by earthquakes. Channels have been offset by successive earthquakes with variable slip since ~1400. This nonuniform slip history reveals a more complex rupture history than previously assumed for the structurally simplest section of the San Andreas Fault.

Knowledge of the age and associated slip distribution for surface-rupturing earthquakes is essential for understanding fault rupture and the recurrence of large, potentially destructive earthquakes (1). Paleoseismological data about previous large earthquakes are needed to characterize rupture patterns and assess the associated seismic hazard (2). Dates of past earthquakes are obtained from excavations across active faults, where the disruption of the ground surface at the time of the event is encased in datable sediments. Channels offset along faults are used as markers to determine displacements in successive earthquakes and to infer earthquake recurrence on the basis of two assumptions: (i) Strain release rate along that section of the fault is constant during the period of interest, and (ii) the channels form more frequently than they are offset by earthquakes.

The southern central San Andreas Fault (SAF) last ruptured in the great 1857 earthquake (all dates are calendar years C.E.) and displaced channels that crossed the fault (3, 4). In the Carrizo Plain, measurements of slip rate over different time intervals agree with geodetically measured loading rates of ~35 mm/year (2, 3, 5). Several studies have analyzed offset channels to infer slip distribution from the great 1857 earthquake and prior ruptures (3, 4, 6–8) in the semi-arid Carrizo Plain. Near Wallace Creek (Fig. 1), channels offset by approximately 33 m, 21.8 m, and 9.5 m (3, 4) were interpreted to be caused by three successive earthquakes with surface slip of 11.2 m, 12.3 m, and 9.5 m, respectively (3). However, determining the incision age of offset ephemeral stream channels is difficult if only the channel fill sediments are dated, because transported organic material may have inherited age (7, 9–12).

We sought to determine the age, and consequently the slip history, of channels that are offset by commonly measured offset values of ~8 to 10 m and ~16 m in the Carrizo Plain and along the 1857 rupture of the southern SAF (4, 7, 8). To test the hypothesis that incision occurred more frequently than offset, we used traditional stratigraphic analysis, with high-resolution radiocarbon dating and new records of extreme climate events (9, 13, 14), to determine the relative sequence of earthquake rupture and channel incision. We focused on a section of the SAF between Wallace
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